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I just said farewell to my nephews and family
who live in New York City. It is always sad to
see them off. Of course, I work on “persuading”
them to move back to Austin every chance
I get! As I have no children of my own, it is
such a treat to be Uncle Hap. I often think
about their experience here and as all adults,
compare it to my childhood. We ran around
the neighborhood, unfettered by many of the
restrictions, complications and concerns faced by
the community today. Of course, my Dad used
to wax nostalgic about picking berries along the
railroad track and one of my uncles used to take
his horse into the woods to go hunting in what
is now Tarrytown. We didn’t need cell phones
and certainly didn’t have all the electronic
gadgets that kids today obsess over. We had
our regular hang outs - Holiday House being at
our near the top of the list. Our good neighbor,
Maudie’s, is probably the closest comparison for
this generation but it is not exactly considered
walkable unless you live south of Enfield. In my
neck of the woods, we had the 7-11 on Jefferson,
Winn’s, Baskin Robbins and a few other regular
spots – also now all gone.
What strikes me is that there is a real dearth of
gathering spots for the kids in West Austin and
frankly for the adults unless you are a member of
one of the private clubs. Texanza recently closed
on Windsor though Austin Java is expected to
take over their space in the Tarrytown Shopping
Center. A coffee shop only gets us so far. I think
we all hope and pray that Jeanne Daniels sells
the Center but I am afraid that is wishful thinking
given her history since inheriting it. There will
come a time in the next few years that some or all
of the Brackenridge Tract is redeveloped. I have
no doubt that we will have some new hotspots
and places to create new memories. It is always
possible that we will see similar opportunities pop
up around the Austin State Assisted Living Center
in time as well. It strikes me that the last time the
northern end of Tarrytown had any commercial
enterprise of note was when there was a Utotem
at Pecos and West 35th. Now before folks get all
jumpy, I am neither inferring that the Austin State
Assisted Living Center is under consideration for
redevelopment nor that I am advocating for it. I

do think there is a scenario that would benefit
the Center, its clients and employees, as well as
the neighborhood. Perhaps one day we’ll have
that discussion.
Next Meeting
Our next meeting is Monday, May 7 at 7:00PM at
Howson Library. We look forward to seeing you!
Please join us. And speaking of joining us….
Membership
WANG has committed to more than double its
membership and we need YOUR help. Please
don’t forget to renew your membership and
encourage your friends and neighbors to join!
You may renew at www.WestAustinNG.com. For
your convenience, we have enabled recurring
billing that will automatically charge your credit
card on an annual basis so that you don’t have to
worry about your membership status. If you do
have questions about your membership, please
contact membership@westaustinng.com.

Tarrytown Fourth of July
Parade Update
There is page for those of you who use
FaceBook that you can find by entering
“Tarrytown Fourth of July Parade.” You can
also email tarrytownparade@gmail.com for
more information. Drew and Misty Tate
have volunteered to co-chair the event. We
do have some very exciting news. For the
FIRST time, the Texas National Guard will
be participating in the Tarrytown Fourth of
July Parade. Already one of the biggest in
the City, this will make our parade even
more unique! In addition to a color guard,
our parade will include at least 50 members
of the Guard and four military vehicles. It
will be an honor to have them in the parade
as both neighbors and as those we should
salute for their ongoing commitment to our
community and our country.

Be sure to visit our website at http://www.WestAustinNG.com

Red Bud Island Bonds
By August W. “Happy” Harris III

As I had mentioned in a prior President’s message, very little in the only serve to decrease mobility as a result of diversions, decrease safety and
upcoming bond package will impact West Austin. You can get more potentially have an adverse environmental impact. It should be noted that
information on the Needs Assement that is the underlying document for many folks using Red Bud Trail will be doing so to avoid not only Loop 1 but
whatever bond package is ultimately presented to the voters. For more FM 2244, FM 2222 and Loop 360. In doing so, they will utilize roads like
information go to: http://www.austintexas.gov/sites/default/files/files/ Westlake Drive, Redbud Trail etc. within the City of Westlake Hills. These
Capital_Planning/Needs_Assessment_Projects_and_Programs_Report.pdf. roads simply are not equipped to deal with additional volume that a new
Council will receive a final report and recommendation in May so your bridge would generate.
input now is critical. You may send your support, concerns and comments
In addition, we oppose specific funding for Red Bud Isle under General
to bonddevelopment@austintexas.gov. We would certainly like to hear Park Improvements for $1,500,000. We typically would be wholeheartedly
from you as well.
in support of park improvements but Red Bud
There is $750,000 allocated for Eilers Park
Island is unique. The Friends of Red Bud Island
presumably to move forward with the brilliant
under new leadership are actively seeking
masterplan that has been idled waiting for
these funds and WANG has been clear with
funds. There is no assurance that this will
them about our strident opposition. Below
make the final package so it is important that
is a photograph from 2007 looking north
you let both the Bond Advisory Committee
from the Emmett Shelton Bridge on Red Bud
and Council know that it is important to you
Trail. As you know, this is not uncommon
and to West Austin. There are two other
during heavy rains. Here, Red Bud Island is
bond initiatives that do affect West Austin
being scoured by this flooding event, not one
and the West Austin Neighborhood Group
caused by creeks or streams but the raging
has publically opposed both.
torrents of the Colorado River. Every few
“Tom Miller Dam with 3 and a half floodgates open”
The first is Item 9684.003 that will fund
years, improvements are obliterated by these
the replacement of Emmett Shelton Bridge
recurring floods. Any investment in surface
on Red Bud Trail at a cost of $18,630,000. It is anticipated that it will be an infrastructure is a waste of scarce resources.
elevated bridge that will cross at a higher point on either end. One person
Aside from the futility of infrastructure improvements for Red Bud
compared it to the new bridge now circumventing Mansfield Dam. A new Island, we oppose increased parking. We have suggested that rather
bridge will only serve to encourage the diversion of even more traffic from than increasing parking infrastructure, existing parking spaces should be
Loop 1 onto adjacent neighborhood streets never designed nor intended for metered to encourage turnover so that more folks have access to the facility.
current much less anticipated volumes of traffic. Furthermore, a less costly A recently released study supporting our contention on turnover noted
option may exist. Rather than reconstructing the Emmett Shelton Bridge, that the extended parking meter hours downtown had resulted in higher
we suggest that the City consider reinforcing the existing structure. We turnover and improved availability of existing on-street parking.
recognize a study by Faulkner Engineering that stated that the Bridge has
That said, it was intended per the Town Lake Comprehensive Plan that
no remaining fatigue life. However, reinforcement would meet health and Red Bud Island be kept in its “natural” state, as much as possible and that
safety requirements and extend the life of the Bridge without encouraging human activity was to be limited. “It is important to keep some small areas
the diversion of additional traffic.
sacrosanct to maintain reminders of the native beauty of the region.” More
While we generally support initiatives that will result in improved mobility, parking, more infrastructure and more people just don’t coincide with that
noting that this received a mobility score of “0,” this particular project will objective.

MoPac Managed Lane Project & Mobility
By August W. “Happy” Harris III

As reported by the Austin American Statesman on April 2,”the MoPac the local, state and federal level. Some would say I “drank the kool aid” but
toll lane project could get an additional $136.6 million from the Texas there is a practical consideration that the average person who opposes tolls
Department of Transportation, money that officials say would accelerate the doesn’t get. Roads cost an awful lot to build and an awful lot to maintain.
start of the project by at least six months.” Ben Wear goes on to add that There is not now nor will there be again in the foreseeable future federal
“combining the new money with $70 million in taxpayer funds that TxDOT or state funds available on the enormous scale needed to grow or even
already committed to the project would mean that the added toll lanes on maintain our infrastructure. Neither is there the political will at any level.
each side of MoPac Boulevard (Loop 1) would be built with cash.” “CAMPO
The motor fuels taxes used to pay for both new construction and for
Executive Director Maureen McCoy said the CAMPO board would have to maintenance. It has been some time since it was able to keep pace with
act on the MoPac proposal or an alternative
new construction and now no longer is
by mid-June.”
sufficient to even keep up with growing
At last we have an advantage in getting scare
maintenance requirements. Coupled with
highway funding because the managed lane
increased vehicle fuel efficiency, we are
project and its sound walls are considered
on an unsustainable path to address our
essentially “shovel ready.”
Because the
infrastructure needs. The last time the motor
proposed alternative, the managed lane
fuels tax was increased was 21 years ago.
project, must be acted on by June, we have
And while we can all rejoice every time we
our best opportunity to move forward with
go to the pump to fill up, the fact of the matter
this after decades of waiting. Final approvals
is that we are deferring an enormous if not
should come in August. Should all this come
insurmountable burden, unless of course we
“Mopac Imporvement Project rendering”
to pass, we should have both sound walls and
develop Star Trek’s transporter technology.
managed lanes in place by 2014.
Beam me to work Scotty!
In his column, Wear referred to the
managed lanes as toll lanes. While there indeed is a toll, a managed lane
I, like each of you, certainly don’t like to pay any more in taxes than
is slightly different in its operation. The Central Texas Regional Mobility necessary. A toll is a voluntary tax as is the motor fuels tax. Essentially,
Authority “plans to make toll rates fluctuate minute-by-minute, charging you use it – you pay for it. Some might argue that taxes like these are
more as the lanes begin to see congestion. Higher tolls at those time would, regressive. I would argue that they are voluntary. But these mechanisms are
in theory, discourage some potential users and thus ensure that speeds also the only means we have to pay for the roadnet that we need to have a
remain at 50 mph or more in the express lanes for cars and Capital Metro functioning economy and to some extent a functioning society. Roads are
buses.”
not free and have never been. Tolling will become increasingly common,
We all hear about folks that are adamantly opposed to tolling. Having and essential, in funding both new highway projects and adding capacity
chaired the Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce’s Transportation on corridors like MoPac.
Committee, I have had the opportunity to listen to transportation experts at
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MINUTES FOR APRIL 2, 2012 BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
By Michael Cannatti, Secretary

These are the minutes of the West Austin Neighborhood Group Board of
Directors Meeting on Monday, April 2, 2012 at the Howson Branch Library.
I.
Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 7:06 with the
following Board members in attendance: Joyce Basciano, Mary Arnold, August
Harris, Cathy Kyle, Joseph Bennett, Haidar Khazen, George Edwards, Blake
Tollett, and Michael Cannatti, subsequently joined by Laura Sharp,
II.
Approval of Minutes: The February minutes, notable for the accuracy
and prompt delivery, were unanimously approved on a motion by Cathy Kyle
that was seconded by Joseph Bennett (Cannatti abstaining).
III.

Neighbor Communications:

1.
EMS CPR Demonstration (7:08) – Hilary Higdon (Austin Fire
Department Defib Program Coordinator) presented the “TAKE 10” training
session which teaches compression-only CPR (no mouth-to-mouth) as a
community-focused effort to improve bystander CPR rates and thus improve
survival. The CPR technique requires the 3 C’s: Check (the scene for safety and
check the victim for consciousness), Call (911 and find an AED defibrillator), and
Chest (compressions).
2.
Short Term Rentals (7:26) – Shirley Koeller (neighbor) provided
information on short term rentals (STRs) on Meredith Street, including her own
tenant who violated the lease agreement to sublet her unit to a SXSW visitor.
Noting the lack of regulations and criminal checks concerning short term
residents and non-payment of hotel taxes, Shirley asked if WANG was addressing
the short term rental issue in our neighborhood. Mary Arnold explained that the
City Auditor was in the process of collecting STR rental data in response to
Councilmember Spellman’s request. Blake Tollett explained that STR’s are not
legal under existing City Code, but that the City has suspended enforcement
of the code pending review of the issue by the Planning Commission and
Council by the end of May, 2012. Blake also reviewed the extensive efforts
already undertaken to address this issue, including efforts by WANG and the
resolution by the Austin Neighborhoods Council. Blake explained that STRs
for any duration less than 30 days will likely be permitted for homesteaded
properties, but not for commercial (non-homestead) properties which will either
be regulated and taxed as hotels, or outlawed.
3.
Habitat Restoration In Area Parks (7:45) – Mateo Scoggins
(Environmental Scientist at City of Austin) reviewed plans to establish “no mow”
zones along creeks and drainage ditches in 17 city parks, including Tarrytown
Park and Reed Park. With the zones, natural habitat restoration would be
permitted at creek edges to promote wildlife, increase plant diversity, reduce
erosion, improve water quality, and reduce maintenance costs. City staff will
coordinate with park “friends” groups and neighborhood stakeholders to design
access points, view corridors, and possible plantings provided by neighbors,
but with the overall goal of letting nature take its course to develop natural
habitats along the creek areas. The “no mow” zones are expected to extend
approximately 25 feet from the center for a total width of 50 feet, but possible
impact to park functions will need to be taken into account.
IV.

New Business

1.
Austin State Supported Living Center (8:12) – Charleen Searight
expressed concerns about negative reporting bias in recent Austin American
Statesman articles about the Austin State Supported Assisted Living Center
(ASSLC). According to Mrs. Searight, the articles provide misleading information
without reporting that the ASSLC facility provides good care for its clients, and
she would like the community to know that there are many facilities at the ASSLC
that are open to the community, such as the walking path, fields, pool, etc.
Cannatti noted the importance of the ASSLC to our neighborhood was addressed
in the Central West Austin Combined Neighborhood Plan which states that “The
school is a substantial, though quiet, presence in the neighborhood. For some,
the school’s campus provides visual green-space as they drive or walk by. The
public uses the playing fields near W. 35th Street for youth sports such as soccer.
For the families of residents, though, the school was a reason to move to this
area, so that they could be near their family members…. Most stakeholders,
including the School itself, would like to keep the School at its current location.
Should the State decide to sell a portion or all of the property, stakeholders and
the City hope that the State will work with them to ensure consistency with the
neighborhood plan.”
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V.

Committee Reports:

A. Zoning – No report.
B. Infrastructure –
1.
Comprehensive Plan Update (8:21) – Mary Arnold will provide an
update article in the next newsletter.
2.
Bond Election Update (8:22) – August reported on the status of the
Austin Bond Election process, including proposals for the Emmett Shelton
Bridge Red Bud Project (to fund a new bridge over Red Bud Island) and the
Red Bud Island Improvements (to add parking to Red Bud Island). WANG has
already voted in opposition to increasing parking on Red Bud Island. Board
members also discussed concerns about expanding the Red Bud Island bridge
to increase traffic into neighborhood, especially in light of stated concerns from
Rollingwood and West Lake.
•
Action: On a motion by Blake seconded by Joyce, the Board voted
unanimously to oppose the Emmett Shelton Bridge Red Bud Project. August will
send a letter to the appropriate authorities regarding same.
3.
West Enfield Park Update (8:32) – August reported that a conceptual
“master plan” for West Enfield Park has been prepared by Land Interactive to
held plan for the future of the park. The plan includes rainwater harvesting
system that could be created as part of the Forest Lane development by PSW
Real Estate. The master plan proposal will be posted on WANG’s website to
provide neighbors with an opportunity to weigh in on the future of West Enfield
Park.
4.
O.Henry Marquee Update (8:37) – August reported that there was a
programming error in the new electronic marquee signage which allowed the
scrolling feature to operate all night, contrary to the requirement that the sign be
turned off at 11 pm. School officials have been working with the neighbors to
address the problem, which has been fixed to prevent message scrolling at night.
5.
Brackenridge Update (8:39) – August reviewed the proposal to have
AISD and UT swap part of the Muny land with the Austin High School property
to allow a new high school campus to be built in exchange for giving UT the
current Austin High property. There are benefits in terms of locating UT’s
development closer to downtown and on the other side of MoPac, but there are
a number of difficulties with this idea, including concerns noted by Mary that the
proposal would not save Muny.
C. Membership (8:45) – Joe provided a summary report showing that WANG
currently has 210 members. In addition, Joe has prepared special reminder
postcards for expired members to request renewal, and requests that the
newsletter include more visible reminders about membership status.
D. Liaison (8:50) – August reported that he filed the parade permit and Reed Park
reservation fee for this year’s Tarrytown Fourth of July Parade. (Yeah Happy!) In
addition, Camp Mabry will be send a Color Guard unit from the National Guard
to participate in the parade, along with military trucks and equipment (but no
tanks or jet fighter fly-over).
•
Action: On a motion by Mary seconded by Blake, the Board voted
unanimously to approve payment of the Reed Park Reservation Fee ($175) for the
Fourth of July parade party.
E. Communications (8:54) – Haidar has agreed to assume responsibility for the
Communications committee, including preparation of the newsletter.
VI.
Treasurer’s Report (8:55) – George Edwards reported a Checking
Account Balance of $7,852,01, and an Oak Wilt Account Balance of $1205.64.
VII.

Old Business – None

VIII.
Adjournment -- The meeting was adjourned at 8:56 pm. The next
board meeting will occur on Monday, May 7, 2012 (7 pm) at Howson Branch
Library.
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About IMAGINE AUSTIN
By Mary Arnold

The Imagine Austin draft comprehensive plan incorporates, embraces and
expands on policies adopted by Council over the past decade or so that densify
and compact development in order to protect sensitive lands and watersheds,
and at the same time create vibrant, “connected”, walkable, bikeable urban
areas instead of suburban sprawl.
Imagine Austin (IA) adopts a New Urbanist, Smart Growth, “Centers”/Complete
Communities approach as the urban model for Austin’s future. It is designed to
accommodate 750,000 new residents in Austin and its Extraterritorial Jurisdiction (ETJ) over the next 35 years. The North Gateway area plan, which includes
the Domain, is one example of such a “center” - combining residential and
commercial areas into a more “sustainable” development.
The efforts begun in the 1970’s to protect Austin’s special environmental areas
such as Barton Springs, the Barton Springs Edwards Aquifer, and our other Water Supply watersheds, came to a head in the 1990’s with voter adoption of the
Save Our Springs ordinance designed to limit impervious cover over the aquifer
recharge and contributing zone, and voter approval of bonds to purchase Preserve lands over the aquifer.

areas inside the city limits, but those in its ETJ. The resulting AustinPlan was
never adopted by the City Council. (late 1980’s - early 1990’s)
Problems with the Imagine Austin draft
“Tools” that the City has to help further its comprehensive plan are not fully
explained and explored, nor are the legal limitations to the city’s authority with
regard to land development.
No distinction is being made for different areas of the Desired Development
Zone -- i.e., shouldn’t the DDZ inside the City Limits be considered differently
than the DDZ in the ETJ? And what about the environmental constraints in the
DDZ? Why should it be “desirable” to develop in floodplain areas, soils that
are considered very limited in their suitability for dwellings, and in areas where
adequate watershed ordinances are not yet in place to protect against building
too close to creeks and streams that are likely to erode significantly over time,
as impervious cover increases...?
Placing several “centers” in the
Drinking Water Protection Zone,
particularly the Barton Springs Zone,
is being criticized. Others are encouraging the Council to include in
the plan the controversial SH 45 SW,
which would provide a connection
in the southwest of MoPac to IH 35
-- thus increasing traffic on MoPac,
per TXDot, as well encouraging more
residential development in a very
environmentally sensitive area.

Mayor Kirk Watson said there
would be a Drinking Water
Protection Zone (DWPZ) for those
sensitive watersheds, but that
everything else would be Desired
Development Zone (DDZ). Thus
began Smart Growth in Austin.
Previous Austin Master Plans
The city’s first modern Master Plan
was done in 1928, coinciding
with the adoption of Zoning, as
was being done in other US cities
at the time. The 1928 consultants
came up with a plan that showed
greenbelts along Austin’s creeks
and along the Colorado River that
runs through Austin. (And it also
is remembered for the “segregation” it set forth for African American residents of Austin). There were other master plans for Austin in the 1950’s
that envisioned MoPac, and a continuation of the growth Austin experienced
after WWII.
The first Austin master plan that involved significant citizen input began in
1975 with a HUD planning grant, and the appointment of a representative
group of citizens as a “Goals Assembly”. The recommendations of that group
were published and then city staff worked for several years to incorporate them
into a full Master Plan which was adopted in 1979. The Austin Tomorrow Plan
recognized the environmentally sensitive constraints of the areas to the west of
Austin, and to the east of Austin, and proposed a north-south Growth Corridor
for future development. (The greenbelts along the creeks and waterways were
made Austin’s Gift to the Nation in honor of the Bicentennial, and were incorporated into the Austin Tomorrow Plan, helped by federal floodplain legislation
...)
State limitations on a city’s authority to regulate development in its extra-territorial jurisdiction and on its ability to annex land, were used by developer interests to pressure the City Council into decisions that resulted in more growth
to the west, outside the preferred Growth Corridor. Municipal Utility Districts
were formed in the 1970’s and 1980’s that used city water and wastewater, and
extended city utilities outside the city limits and outside the preferred growth
corridor.
Additional state limitations on the city’s ability to regulate development came
in the form of legislative “grandfathering” of development plans (as a way of
enhancing economic development in the state), just as the city was trying to
update its comprehensive plan and to attach a Land Use Plan to cover not only
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“Height” does not seem to be mentioned specifically in the Imagine
Austin draft, yet it is being assumed
that there will be additional “height”
associated with additional, dense
development. Is this one of the
things that would be addressed in a
proposed re-write of the city’s Land
Development Code? How would
existing neighborhoods be affected?
The Capitol of our state is no longer shown as part of the City of Austin skyline,
even though there are still Capitol View Corridors that are protected, so far.
No analysis of the COST to the City, including but not limited to, the incentives, reimbursements, lower fees, street reconstruction, utility repair, replacement and/or expansion, planning studies, etc., of the existing “Smart Growth”,
“New Urbanist” projects already built, or just approved and still unbuilt. Have
the “promises” been fulfilled with regard to “growing” our tax base? Has any
increased tax revenue from the new development offset the expenses incurred?? i.e., what has been the COST of the growth that has occurred over the
past decade? Are the jobs offered by businesses receiving tax incentives from
the City and County going to current residents of the city?
Redevelopment and increased density and impervious cover in existing
neighborhoods is already taking place, yet the city’s existing drainage system is
NOT adequate to handle the new development. The University Neighborhood
Overlay area is an example of the inadequacy of existing infrastructure to take
care of the new, high rise developments. (The WANG area is in the DWPZ and
no “centers” are proposed in our area, but because it was subdivided mainly
BEFORE the adoption of the watershed ordinances, redevelopment does NOT
have to comply with some of the watershed limitations on impervious cover
and provision of water quality controls. Thus there are likely areas where
drainage improvements are or will be needed in the future.)
How is the Cost of Growth related to the loss of “affordability” in Austin, the
increase in poverty, the budgetary constraints on the city parks and libraries,
etc., and the increasing taxes and utility rates?
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About Imagine Austin, continued from page 4
If the rapid growth in Austin is causing problems, why should our new comprehensive plan still call for “incentives” to bring more people to Austin and its
ETJ?
Why must the Comprehensive Plan so specifically, and so often say that we are
going to have 750,000 new residents in Austin and its ETJ?? Previous Austin
comprehensive plans have talked about increasing population, but have NOT
including a specific number. Is this a “goal” that we want to work toward? Or
would it be better to try to change the outcome?
Were Municipal Utility Districts (MUDs) costly to the City over the period
1975 through 2005??? If so, why are they now proposed to be used again? (See
Implementation chapter of IA)
If the City provides water and/or wastewater for development outside the city
limits, thus encouraging growth outside our city limits, does this limit the city’s
ability to increase its tax base, because of the difficulties of annexing areas
outside the city? The draft plan has no information about whether the City has
a choice in providing such utilities outside its city limits.
Will Neighborhood Plans be respected??? What about neighborhoods that do
NOT have an adopted neighborhood plan? The Austin Neighborhoods Council
(ANC) has recommended that City Council exclude the Growth Concepts Map
from the plan, and that the neighborhood planning process continue for those
areas without adopted neighborhood plans. ANC does not support the current
IA draft.

Suggestions
Encourage the City Council to send the Imagine Austin draft back to the Planning Commission with the following instructions to the Planning Commission
and city staff:
•

Arrange for Geographic Area Reviews of IA by neighborhood residents
and businesses in each area. Have at least 10 to 12 identified areas -inside the city limits and in the ETJ.

•

Analyze the “cost of growth” over the past decade, and the impact on “affordability” . Include consideration of increasing the Impact Fee for Water/
Wastewater, especially the deep discounts for development in the DDZ
in the ETJ, AWU reimbursement policies, “incentives” to businesses, cost
of public infrastructure to repair, improve, replace aging infrastructure in
areas being redeveloped, drainage impacts of increased impervious cover
in existing neighborhoods, etc.

•

Include in the Area reviews updated demographic data developed by
the City Demographer based on the 2010 census and latest community
survey, and the trends identified.

•

Identify in the Area reviews the areas with no approved Neighborhood
Plan.

Is the plan written in such a way as to make it easy for any applicant to claim
that their project “complies” with the plan, and should therefore be approved?
Will the traffic on MoPac diminish because of the proposed concentration of
“density” in the existing and proposed “centers”??

Scale Insects

By Wizzie Brown, Extension Program Specialist at Texas AgriLife
Scale insects are divided into soft scales and hard (armored) scale. Scales secrete a waxy covering over their body for protection.
Scales vary greatly in size, shape and color.
Some scale insects lay eggs while others produce live young. Hard scales reach maturity in a couple of months while it takes soft
scales a year to reach maturity. When scale insects emerge from the egg, they move around on the plant, find a place to settle
down and begin to feed and secrete wax to cover the body. After they choose their spot, the insects typically do not move for the
rest of their life.
Scale insects cause damage to plants by sucking plant juices and causing yellowing, leaf drop or sometime killing sections of the
plant. Depending on the type of scale, they may be found on foliage, stems or even roots of the plant. They are honeydew producers. Honeydew is a sticky substance secreted by scales and related insects. Honeydew can allow growth of a black fungus
called sooty mold that can further stress your plant.
Tips for managing scale insects:
•
Prune sections that contain scales from the plant and discard in sealed bags.
•
Try spraying the plant with a high pressure water spray to knock the insects from the plant.
•
Try treating the plant with insecticidal soap or horticultural oil.
For more information or help with identification, contact Wizzie Brown, Texas AgriLife Extension Service Program Specialist at
512.854.9600. Check out my blog at www.urban-ipm.blogspot.com
The information given herein is for educational purposes only. Reference to commercial products or trade names is made with the understanding that no discrimination
is intended and no endorsement by Texas AgriLife Extension Service or the Texas AgriLife Research is implied.
Extension programs serve people of all ages regardless of socioeconomic level, race, color, sex, religion, disability, or national origin.
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• Choose from millions of TV shows & movies on live TV, On Demand and the Web.

or visit mygrande.com/tivo
at 866-247-2633
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PVS GPVOEJOH JO  UP QSPWJEF
VQUPUIFTFQSPNJTFT5FOZFBSTMBUFSTJODF
*DPOUJOVFUPCFFYUSFNFMZQSPVEPGPVS
DPOTVNFST XJUI B USVF5FYBT DIPJDF GPS
QFPQMF PVSQSPEVDUTBOETFSWJDFT UIFWBMVFXFQSPWJEFUPPVSDVTUPNFSTBOE
UIFJS*OUFSOFU QIPOFBOEDBCMFTFSWJDFT
UIFSPMFXFQMBZJOPVSDPNNVOJUJFT-FUVTTIPXZPVIPXHPPEJUGFFMTUPMJLF
8F JOUSPEVDFE UIF DPODFQU PG NPOFZ
ZPVSUFMFDPNNVOJDBUJPOTDPNQBOZGPSBDIBOHFw
TBWJOH CVOEMFE TFSWJDFT CBDL XIFO DBCMF BOE UFMFQIPOF TFSWJDFT XFSF UIF
NPOPQPMZ PG POF PS UXP NBJO QSPWJEFST8FTU"VTUJO/BUJWF
BOE QSJDFT XFSF TLZ IJHI (SBOEF
4DPUU'FSHVTPO$IJFG0QFSBUJOH0öDFS
NBEFBMBOENBSLDPNNJUNFOUUP$FOUSBM5FYBOTCZEFTJHOJOHBOEJOWFTUJOHJO
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CBOEXJEUIUPZPVBOEZPVSGBNJMZPSCVTJOFTTUPNFFUZPVSHSPXJOHOFFET OPU
KVTUUPEBZ CVUXFMMJOUPUIFGVUVSF

• Easier than ever to search, browse and discover programs; even on your iPad or iPhone.

Learn More Today. Call Grande
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• Enjoy your favorite shows plus customized recommendations tailored to your interests.

t4QFFETVQUP.CQTEPXOMPBE.CQTVQMPBE
t"DDFTTUPPWFS4VQFS%JHJUBM$BCMFDIBOOFMT
JODMVEJOH/'-/FUXPSLJO)%
t$VTUPNFSTFSWJDFUIBUXJOTZPVSMPZBMUZ
XJUIPVUBDPOUSBDU

Say goodbye to channel surfing. With TiVo Premiere, there’s always something on:

Say Hello To TiVo Premiere from Grande.
®
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Say Hello To More Fun.

Meeting will be at the Whole Foods Downtown
Upper Plaza Level Conference Room
Monday, January 4th, 2010 at 7 PM
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
ALL ARE WELCOME
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Please Check Mailing Label for Renewal Date
Meeting will be at the Whole Foods Downtown
Upper Plaza Level Conference Room
Monday, January 4th, 2010 at 7 PM

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
ALL ARE WELCOME

Please Check Mailing Label for Renewal Date
P.O. Box 5722
Austin, Texas 78763-5722

West Austin Neighborhood Group
P.O. Box 5722
Austin, Texas 78763-5722

West Austin Neighborhood Group

